023 02 JUNE 2020 – A LITTLE DIFFERENT
NEWSLETTER THIS TIME AROUND
Note: For comments, suggestions or tips, please
contact Larry. To view past newsletters or
homepage.
PREFACE: No need to tell our readers that this has
been a very tumultuous week, to say the least. That
said, we have decided NOT to go into the George
Floyd murder, and consequent protests – and
thuggish riots. I am sure everybody is fully aware of
what is going on. In our last Newsletter we quit
talking about the Wuhan Virus, too.
With that in mind, we wanted to restate our policy
here at LawrenceKlepinger.com.
Our main desire, in starting this Website/Newsletter,
was to help readers get more information that was not
of the Main Stream Ilk. In this issue, we intend to do
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things a little differently – and hopefully a little more
interesting, and upbeat at the same time.
ON WITH THE SHOW!
First off, I’d like to introduce four very informative
Newsletters that you might find helpful in your
search for alternative news sites:
Lew rockewell.com
This news site has a lot of news and information not
found anywhere else. It is very informative and has a
lot of articles that other sites simply do not touch.
Geller Report
This site will explain itself, once you start to read the
contents. Pamela Geller is very well verse in what
she says and does – thus the reason she has been
banned from speaking engagements and also banned
on the main stream social media. Check it out and see
what you think.
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Red Pill University
For those of you with the stomach to really dig deep
into a lot of what is going on, please check this site
out. It has a plethora of articles and pertinent
information that you will not find anywhere else.
Need to Know
This is done by, G. Edward Griffin, famous author
and critic. I think you will find this website extremely
informative – with links to other sits as well.
LET’S LOOK TO THE FUTURE
It is imperative that we are all informed, ready and
prepared for what the future holds in store for us. We
believe that financial independence is one of the
underlying pillars of being a Sovereign Individual.
With that in mind, I would like to show you two great
investment websites.
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Market Beat
Market Beat is free and full of investment
information. You can upgrade if you wish, but I don’t
do that. This free newsletter should be enough for
conservative investors. Please check it out, play with
all the buttons and see what you think. This is one of
my favorite investment sites.
SureDividend.com
This site, on occasion, comes with the Market Beat
site above. It is very informative and gives in depth
insight to the Stock Market and what is really going
on. Please check this one out, and see what you think.
This current article shows the holdings of Warren
Buffett and explains some of his investment
strategies.
COVERED CALLS
One of the most conservative ways to increase your
weekly/monthly income is through the use of writing
and selling covered calls.
Our pro bono attorney has advised me that, since I
am not an authorized stockbroker, I should not go
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into detail about this relatively easy procedure. He
said I should recommend you to ask your stockbroker
to explain the details.
Also, he recommended that you can go on-line and
find the information there. It is an easy way to tie in
ex-dividend stocks, with writing covered calls on the
upcoming dividend paying stocks. I do this all the
time and it certainly is a good way to increase your
weekly/monthly income.
I have also been advised that you can lose money on
any investment – so get professional assistance
before attempting to trade in covered calls.
NOW FOR A FEW PREDICTIONS
When I was running for Congress, eons ago, I used to
make predictions. One lady, who sadly has passed to
the other side of the Rainbow, kept score of my
successful calls. She said I had about a 73% rating of
being correct. If you would like to keep score, I invite
you do so.
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As most readers know, deflection is one of the
paramount methods of the so-called progressive/
socialist/communist movement.
“Look over there. No! Look over this way.”
You get the idea. With that one concept in mind here
are a few predictions of my own for coming months.
1. As you know the launch and the subsequent
docking of the Privately Owned and Operated
Endeavor was a rousing success. I think China filled
a few Depends to the limit when they saw the blastoff
and also the hookup. My prediction is that China will
try to deflect to COVID-19, by continuing to blame
the USA, so as not to notice their move on Hong
Kong. Also, in the mix, is China’s moving 5000 Red
Army troops to its border with India – a move that
has received scant attention from the main stream
media – and for good reason. The key word again –
deflection.
2. President Trump is going to come down hard on
China, not only in Hong Kong, but also in Taiwan.
My prediction is that Trump will move to make Hong
Kong an Independent Sovereign Country.
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3. After Hong Kong, I predict Trump will force
China’s hand and make a move to do the same thing
with Taiwan – thus forcing all of America’s allies to
fall in line with Trump’s declaration, or risk being
portrayed as siding with Communist China against
America.
4. President Trump will appoint a new Supreme
Court Justice before the November election, replacing
Clarence Thomas, and thus, making his third
Supreme Court appointment. At the beginning of
Trump’s presidency, I predicted that he would make
four appointments, if reelected.
5. With the Worldwide Hoax of the Wuhan Virus,
and the George Floyd murder/protest/riots behind
him, Trump will now guide the economy to new
heights. I predict that, by election day, the
unemployment will be down to 8%, and the Stock
Market will be on another roll.
6. I also predict that Joe Biden will not be the
Democrat candidate for president. I think there will
be a brokered convention, chaos will ensue for the
whole world to see – and two new candidates will
emerge, to challenge Trump. If Michelle Obama is in
the mix, then it is going to be a horse race. If she is
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not, I predict that the Republicans will win back the
House, retain the Senate – and reelect President
Trump for another four years.
7. And if the above prediction is correct, I predict
that there will be riots in the streets that are going to
make the current riots look like child’s play.
These last two predictions are, by far, the most
speculative, so I would not be surprised if those calls
are not correct – but I am making them anyway.
An age old adage:
“Any man who talks, but refuses to predict, is not
worth listening to.”
AND NOW, A VERY STUNNING VIDEO
I am always surprised at how informed our readers
are. This next video has a very surprising – and
shocking ending. Please do not get turned off by the
“Preacher tone” of the speaker. Stick with this very
impactful story – and in the end you will be stunned –
that I can guarantee.
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Dr. Clarence Sexton’s Powerful Message
AND NOW, SOMETHING FUN TO WATCH –
THE BEAST
Here is a driving demonstration that you have to see
to believe.
This is the Secret Service driver for the Presidential
Limousine – nicknamed “The Beast. You have to be
impressed by the way this driver handles this, almost
800 horsepower monster – in reverse!
The Beast
In closing, I would like to thank the many readers
who have sent me information. Much of the above
has been forwarded to me by our many friends and
readers. I could not do it without them.
As stated in an earlier Newsletter, I have been
advised not to include names, for legal
considerations, but I want you all to know how
grateful we are for your help and continued support!
That is it for now. Take care, stay safe and keep
thinking positive!
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Until next time, Sayonara from Kobe, Japan
Lawrence Klepinger
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